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Abstract
Telebug is a prototype toy that directly connects with a
child and their environment to respond in a meaningful way. To
better understand and connect with the child, Telebug uses an
array of wireless sensors. To respond in an interesting way,
Telebug moves and "speaks" according to the data from the
child. My thesis argues that by knowing a little about the child
and the child's surroundings, a toy like Telebug can respond to
the child with more open-ended yet appropriate responses.
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1. Introduction: Playing with a Telebug
A Scenario
A girl puts on a lttle lme-green backpack. As soon as she does, a
tqy bug nearby hghts up its wings and givs a ittle shake. The girl walks
over to the toy and starts to jump up and down. With each of herjumps, the
toy bug also ties to leap up from its place. The girl begins to dance by
wigghngfrom side to side, the bug also wggles from side to side. She goes in
and out of the shadows of her room; Telebug's wings brighten and darken.
The game is a ittle like "Simon Says2!"
As she runs around her room, she pretends she is a spaeship. She
tilts to the left and to the rght, and Telebug blinks its left wing and then its
right wing. 'This is ship 222, requesting permission to land Over." she
contacts the planet's control toner. A happy series of bleeps and bops return.
'Thank you controL I will look out for the spaceship-eating monster," she
says as she prepares to land on her bed
Tiredfrom her spaceship ride, she sighs and begins to tell Telebug of
her day in schooL As soon as she stops talking, Telebug has a whole story to
tell her about what happened while she was at school - all in beeps, bops and
wggles. She giggles at the siliness of the story and gies Telebug her on
opinion of the account until it is time for dinner.
2 This game consists of a leader who calls a senies of commands, each preceded
by the phrase "Simon says." If the leader issues a command without those
magic words and one of the players still performs the command, the player
who followed the order is out of the game.
Consider for a moment the recent wave of high-tech toys.
A startling new generation of playthings has emerged. These new
toys remember your birthday, sing along with TV shows, re-enact
movie sequences3, and more. Technologies once considered
exotic are now common ingredients in toys; tiny displays, digital
cameras, powerful microprocessors and network links are
becoming common elements of playthings.
So far, the trend has been to pack more technology into
toys. In this thesis, I look beyond this trend, and explore what
happens when some of that technology moves onto the child.
Biosensors and wireless links will enable a child's motions and
vital signs to be sensed and transmitted to a toy constantly. By
understanding these signals, a toy might be able to connect with a
child's feelings in a deep way and enrich the relationship between
the child and the toy. Toys have never been able to do that
before, and this opens up an extraordinary new realm of play.
Telebug is a probe to test this premise. Using an array of
wearable sensors with radio links, it demonstrates one new model
of a telesensory toy for creating a stronger connection to the
child through a more intimate understanding of the child's state.
By reflecting on recent experimental theories of play, and in
particular by testing Telebug with children of varying ages, this
thesis will show how these sorts of toys invite a new and
distinctive kind of open-ended, curiosity-based play.
The following sections describe Telebug from theory and
concept to design, implementation, and use. Section 2 outlines
the motivation and theory behind this work. Section 3 introduces
' These toys refer to Talk nith Me Barbie, Actimates Barney and the Deluxe Talking
Action Fgures from the Disney movie A Bug's Life respectively. They are
trademarks of Mattel Inc., Tiger Electronics Inc. and Microsoft Corp.
the architecture and section 4 follows with the implementation of
Telebug. The evaluation of Telebug is presented in section 5, and
section 6 describes the results as well as future avenues of
research.
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2. Motivation: Why Telesensory Toys?
Telebug is an extension of earlier work done with the
Personal Information Architecture group (PIA). PIA has focused
on creating systems like Marathon Man that monitor biometric
information using wireless links and in a real-time. [RED98] The
emphasis has been on acquiring the engineering skills necessary
for building such hardware. Because of this, the data gathered
has been of secondary importance. However, the nature of this
data allows for many more uses and implications. Personal
information is very intimate because it defines much the person's
state and their feelings. It can characterize not only when a
person is awake or asleep, running or jumping, walking or sitting,
but also whether they are hungry or tired; excited or bored; or
happy or sad.
People develop a deep emotional bond with their toys.
As children we often share our adventures and stories with them.
They accompany us through childhood, watch us grow up, and
become our best friends. Because of the emotional attachment
and play pattem inherent in toys, a natural application for use of
biometric data is to enhance the ongoing relationship between a
toy and its owner.
The Role of Imagination and Technology in Play
According to Dr. Jerome Singer of Yale University,
imaginative play is a key ingredient in the emotional and cognitive
development of children. [SIN90] This sort of playtime allows
young kids to acquire and manipulate mental representations of
themselves and of the world around them. [LES87]
Furthermore, research has shown imaginative children are often
better adjusted emotionally. [GOL94] Dolls, trucks, LEGOs4, et
cetera have been a part of imaginative play for years and this may
be one of the main reasons for their continued success.
Singer's research indicates that toys should not overly
constrain pretend play, but actively encourage it. In the book,
The Media Equation, Reeves and Nass showed that whether
computers look human or not, people attribute human
characteristics to them. [REE96] Humans seem to be
predisposed to anthropomorphize objects that show some
semblance of intelligence or life. Therefore, a toy that can sense
and interact with human-like responses should be able to take
advantage of this predisposition to develop a richer relationship
with the child. Telebug was designed to augment the child's
fantasy by participating more as a human companion than a mere
play object. The array of sensors on the child allows Telebug to
be more sensible about interactions, thereby supporting rather
than dictating what and how the child plays.
Many toys in research labs and on the market today
respond only to occasional external stimuli such as button pushes
or shakes. Their knowledge of the child lasts only as long as the
child is in direct contact with the toy. For example, Hasbro's
animatronic Furby speaks its own language when turned upside
down, giggles when you tickle its tummy, and sleeps when you
put out the lights. This toy, however, continues to talk for a
while even after the child leaves. It has no concept of the child
beyond its temporary sensor stimuli. Technology allows Furby to
be more life-like, but there is not a lasting connection between
4 LEGO is a registered trademark of the Lego Group of Denmark.
the child and the toy. By placing movement, speech, and light
sensors on the child, a continuous and intimate connection is
formed between the child and Telebug.
Sensible connections create a richer relationship but are
not sufficient to promote imaginative play. Due to design or
technological constraints, current high-tech toys have tended to
be very structured. Consider Talk with Me Barbie. For
generations, the original Barbie doll has allowed little girls to
explore the different dimensions and scenarios of growing up.
No particular story is attached to the doll, so the child must
create one. Talk with Me Barbie changes that paradigm, as it is
programmed to say a number of stock phrases only around
particular activities. Because interactions with Talk with Me Barbie
are so constrained, they discourage the child from exploring
different situations beyond what the doll may say. In contrast,
Telebug is not too literal in its responses. Using movement,
lights, and tones reminiscent of speech, it interacts in a more
abstract manner. Telebug takes advantage of alternate
communication channels and reacts to the child without
imposing a particular agenda.
Sensors and Actuators in Telebug
Several factors influenced the choice of Telebug's sensors
and responses. Tables 1 and 2 detail the sensors and actuators
and the rationale for choosing them.
The sensors chosen for Telebug sketch some of the
information that could be used by a toy. To create a more
complete picture of the child, they gather data from the person
and the environment. At the other end, the actuators
demonstrate how a toy may communicate in a non-verbal
manner.
Table 1 - Singals and Sensors
Sensed Sens
Movement Acce
Speech Micr
Light Phot
or
lerometer
ophone
ocell
Reason
Motion is a good indicator of a child's activity level.
Speech is a natural mode of communication.
Additional knowledge about the child's surroundings.
Table 2 - Responses and Actuators
Response Actuator Reason
Movement Eccentric Motor Gives the toy an appearance of life.
Speech-like sounds MIDI synthesizer Responsive without being too literal
Lights LEDs Visual response to environmental cues.
3. Blueprints: Architecture of a Toy
Overall Design
Telebug needs to sense, communicate, and animate vital
aspects of a person's state. It thus must gather, understand and
present the data coherently. I will discuss the significance of each
of these categories for toys like Telebug and how toys could
benefit from each of these divisions. The three key modules are:
4p'
Sensors Feature Presentation
Extraction
Le
Figure 3-1 - Module Dependency
* Data Gathering. sense a variety of biological and environmental
data that characterize a person's state.
* Feature Extraction: parse salient events from the stream of
personal data.
* Presentation: display these events in a meaningful and physical
way.
I will discuss each of these system elements in tum.
Data Gathering
The data-gathering module acquires data from a variety of
sensors and generates streams of data in real-time. In these
streams the particulars of the underlying hardware have been
abstracted away.
It is difficult to extract significant information from a
single source of data. By capturing multiple sources, the resulting
inferences can be more accurate and relevant.
Systems that collect single streams of biometric data are
already in the market. For example, the Polar XTrainer heart
monitor measures and records a user's heart rate during exercise
periods. [POL99] The data may be downloaded to a computer
and analyzed. Their system is a market leader, but their data
analysis could be more insightful if combined with other
dimensions such as body temperature or humidity. From a richer
source of information, the Polar system could better understand
what the user's physical state is really in and how exercise is
affecting it.
Ideally, incorporating multiple sensors ought to be like
charms for a bracelet; they should be easy to add as needed by
the application. The LEGO's Mindslorm' kit is a significant step
in this direction: it allows for almost "plug-and-play" sensors.
Light, temperature, touch, et cetera can be detected by simply
snapping the correct sensor brick onto the main controller brick
and writing some code. [LEG99] All the sensors have a unified
interface and a simple way of giving out their information.
s Polar and Polar XTrainer are registered trademarks of Polar Electro of
Finland.
6 LEGO Mindstorms is a registered trademark of the LEGO Group of
Denmark.
In Telebug the data gathering module is responsible for
sensing the accelerometer, microphone and light and rationalizing
the outputs, allowing other modules to treat diverse data as
dynamic yet uniform streams of information.
Feature Extraction
Once the data gathering process begins producing well-
behaved information streams, the task becomes reducing the
deluge of data to meaningful events. Feature extraction can range
from low-level event parsing, such as running or jumping, to
complex high-level emotional inference such as happiness or
tiredness. Picard studies recognition of human emotions as well
as the different aspects of the relationships between human
emotional states and machines. [PIC97] One of her approaches
uses pattern recognition on body signals. Hidden Markov
Models have been successfully applied to detection of frustration
in human computer interaction. [FER97] Such results show
promise toward systems that could determine and understand
human emotions.
There are many other examples of feature extraction in
visual domains: face recognition [PEN94], sign language
recognition [STA95], understanding of human locomotion from
video streams [BER97], and other recognition of gestures from
video [WIL99]. When toys have well-developed eyes, it is not
hard to imagine how these sorts of visual recognition techniques
could be easily incorporated into this architecture.
Presentation
Presenting data in a manner that is easy to understand by
the intended audience is challenging. For physical objects, the
answer may not lie in computer screens or even visual displays,
but other modalities such as audio, smell, motion or touch.
Investigating other alternatives opens up many design
possibilities. At Xerox Parc, artist Natalie Jermijenko created
LiveWire. Her piece represents network traffic physically
through a plastic wire that is animated by motor. The motor is
electrically connected to the network. [WE199] Ishii's research
explores tangible user interfaces, which employ physical objects,
surfaces, and spaces to represent digital information. [ISH97]
In the same vein, the HeartThrob Brooch, which I
created in partnership with Harry Winston Jewelers, was a
diamond and ruby brooch that glowed in synchronization with
the wearer's heartbeat. The brooch was designed to demonstrate
information in a non-intrusive and physical way. [RED97] All
these examples take advantage of new ways to present data and
interact with the user.
Connections and Storage
Each layer takes information from the module before and
further processes it. Two important details not yet mentioned
relate to the transmission and storage between modules of the
data. Though the transmission of the data should be the
responsibility of the module that processed it, the manner of
transmission and storage is an important implementation aspect.
The Marathon Man project used a rudimentary
architecture. The Marathon Man system was a personal "black
box" recorder. Worn on a belt, the data gathering module logged
time, latitude, longitude, direction, speed, heart rate, temperature
and running pace of the wearer. The feature extraction module
cleaned up and formatted the data. Once the system transmitted
this information wirelessly to an Internet server, a presentation
module on the server stored the information and graphed it.
Viewers on the internet could then watch live updates on the
status of the runners. [RED98]
However, with the modules we have just described as
building blocks, one can imagine extending this architecture to
yield other interesting behaviors. A simple continuation of
Telebug is to create other toys that can use the information
gathered by the sensor backpack. Imagine, as the child enters a
room, that all the toys around get excited. It is the child's
birthday! Or as the child falls asleep, the nearest teddy bear sings
the child a lullaby.
Although Telebug has one data-gathering module that
feeds one feature extraction module, which in turn feeds one
presentation module, one should note that there could be
multiple modules for each function. Knowledge from each
module, such as the sensor backpack, can be shared across many
objects that would use it. Or the toy bug could listen to multiple
data-gathering modules. For example, although video cannot be
processed in a PIC micro controller at the moment, a more
powerful machine with a camera could detect and broadcast the
gestures it sees the child performing. The toys that are tuned to
this information can now create the illusion of being able to
watch the child
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4. Construction: Nuts and Bolts
Technical Goals
As a practical matter, the prototype needed to satisfy a
number of criteria. Sensors cannot be cumbersome. They had to
be light, comfortable and could not require inordinate amounts
of time to put them on. Monitoring the vital signs of active
children ought not hinder their daily activity. Furthermore the
architecture needed to be extensible, so that the toy's behavior
could be easily upgraded and a friendly family of such toys might
be created. Telebug needed also to be fun to play with, hold, pat
and look at by itself.
Finally, anyone who has ever watched a child play with
toys knows that toys have a rough life. Telebug was required to
be robust in both its physical form and its intended responses.
These issues are obviously important in producing a real toy, but
they should not be underestimated in building a meaningful
prototype.
Telebug has two main components: a sensor backpack
and a toy bug. The sensor backpack gathers data from the user
and identifies significant features such as jumping, wiggling,
tilting and speaking. It transmits these events to the toy through
a radio link. The toy bug interprets the events according to its
internal set of rules and responds by shaking, blinking its lights or
creating musical tones.
9KOhms I x:1G on 40KOhms
Event Filter
jump...talk...bright
D-y jump.talk ...bright
Behavior Decoder
50% on.off do... mi. fa
Figure 4-1 - Implementation Diagram
Sensor Backpack
The Sensor Backpack houses a case containing the main
circuit board, batteries and radio peripherals. The board samples
three data streams: speech, movement and light. Significant
features from these streams are identified by a PIC16C74 micro-
controller, which in turn sends datagrams via a radio transmitter.
Here is
components on
circuit diagrams,
the sensors.
a short description of each of the main
the system. Please refer to the Appendix for
component values and design choices regarding
* Speech - A microphone located near the throat connects to the
main sensor board by an 8 inch shielded cable. The signal of
the microphone is amplified, rectified and fed to a peak
following circuit. The output of this circuit is an analog
voltage proportional to the greatest volume heard recently by
the microphone, which connects to one of the four analog
inputs of the PIC micro controller.
e Movement - A two axes ADXL202 accelerometer by Analog
Devices senses motion. The output of the accelerometer is a
pair of pulse-width modulated rectangular waves where the
pulse width is proportional to the acceleration, which are fed
into the micro controller. The PIC uses software timing to
translate the pulse signals into acceleration readings.
e LIght - A cadmium photo resistor located outside the
backpack senses light levels. It forms one leg of a voltage
divider whose output is measured by one of analog inputs of
the micro controller.
e Radio Link - A Radiometrix low power, UHF data transceiver
(433.92 MHz) module with a loop antenna transmits the data
from the backpack to the toy bug. Data is sent at 9600 Baud,
NRZ, eight bit, no parity, one stop bit.
* PIC Micro Controller - The brains of the operation, the PIC
16C76 is the central hub for all the devices of the board. Its
instruction cycle time is 400 nS, 198 bytes of general purpose
RAM, 4 Kwords of 14 bit instruction memory and a 4
channel A/D converter.
The software in the backpack monitors the sensor data,
"digests" it, and identifies key features. It is composed of four
main modules: Action, Tilt, Talk and Light. Each module,
implemented as a state machine, maintains its own state and any
variables relevant to it. The modules' internal states are updated
every 500 milliseconds as the micro controller polls the
corresponding sensors.
Effectively, the software acts as a filter that determines
the salient pieces of information the toy needs to know about.
This information is packaged as an event packet. This datagram
is a global data structure that contains the states and variables of
all the modules that will be sent to the toy. The event packet has
a field for the talkstate, actionstate, and tiltstate variables as
well as for the maximum jump value seen, the maximum speech
value seen, the length of speech, current light and temperature. A
CRC check sum is the last field.
The Talk module can be in any of three states: Quiet,
Listening or Talking. The Talk module starts in the Quiet state.
It remains there until the speech detector shows a non-zero
value. At this point, the state is updated to Listening and the
module measures the duration and maximum loudness of the
user's speech. When speech stops, the state is set to Talking,
which indicates that it is the toy's turn to talk. Every time a packet
is sent, the speech duration variable is decremented. Once this
variable becomes zero, the state reverts back to Quiet.
The accelerometer readings of the vertical and horizontal
axes feed both the Action and Tilt modules. The Action
module's state can be Idle, Jump or Wiggle. Internally, a long-
term average is kept for the x and y values. To determine
whether a jump event has occurred, the instantaneous x-axis
readings are compared to a long-term x-axis average. When a
Jump is detected, the maximum value of the jump is also
recorded. The Wiggle state is activated when jumps occur in
close succession.
The Tilt module can be Center, Left and Right. The
module maintains long-term averages for the x and y-axes. If the
last few readings are close to the long-term averages, the module
is set to Center. If the last few readings for both axes are
constant but differ from the average the state is set to Left or
Right accordingly.
The Light module does not keep state but rather
constantly updates the light values in each event packet.
Once all the sensors have been polled and all the variables
updated, the check sum is computed and the radio transmitter is
enabled. Synchronizing leader characters are attached to the
front of the packet and sent through the radio link.
The sensor backpack hardware consists of a battery and
two boards: the micro controller board and the radio board. I
created a printed circuit board that contains a micro controller, a
voltage regulator, a RS232 level converter chip and some
prototyping area. The board is used in both the toy bug and the
sensor backpack. It was based on Rob Poor's iRX design.
[PO096] Connectors for the sensors were mounted in the
prototyping area wired to the micro controller. A small black
case (5" x 4" x 1") houses the main board, the radio, the battery
and a power switch. Holes were drilled through the case provide
access for the light sensor and an indicator LED.
The lime-green child's backpack was a fortuitous choice
for packaging. The electronics' case fits snugly into it. The
shoulder straps keep the backpack in the correct orientation
required by the accelerometers. The construction of the
backpack made it easy to locate the microphone next to the
throat. And not least of all, the backpack was cheerful, compact
and matched the toy's playful look.
Toy Bug
The Toy Bug contains the hardware required to receive
packets from a radio link and to express certain behaviors
through motion, light and sound. The Appendix details circuit
diagrams, component values and design choices made regarding
the actuators.
" Sound - A small MIDI synthesizer, the MIDI boat, gives voice
to the bug. The MIDI boat was designed by Josh Smith
[SM199] and takes a TTL level serial MIDI input and outputs
an analog audio signal. The audio signal drives external
speakers to generate an amusing mock speech.
* Motion - A small motor with an off-center weight shakes the
bug when it is activated. It is encased in a acrylic cube, which
is attached to the frame of the bug. The speed of the motor
is determined by a pulse-width-modulated signal from the
PIC. At low speeds, the bug wiggles gently. At high speeds it
jolts from side to side.
e L ght - The Toy Bug has two wings, each of which is
furbished with three LEDs. The brightness of the LEDs in
each wing can be set independently of one another.
e Radio Link - As with the Sensor Backpack, the Toy Bug uses a
Radiometrix low power, UHF data transceiver (433.92 MHz)
module with a loop antenna.
" PIC Micrv Controller - Once again the brains of the operation,
the PIC 16C76 is the central hub for all the devices of the
Toy Bug.
The software architecture consists of one main loop that
is activated every time a valid radio packet is captured. The loop
first looks at the actionstate variable. If it is Idle, nothing is
done; if it is set to Wiggle, then the motor is turned on at low
speed for 500 milliseconds. If the state is Jump, the motor is
turned on for 100 milliseconds at a speed proportional to the
maximum jump value seen.
Next, the loop examines the tiltstate variable. If the
state is Center, it does nothing. If the state is Left or Right it
blinks the LEDs in the corresponding wing three times.
To create the effect of talking, the loop looks at the
talkstate variable. If this variable is set to Quiet or Listening, the
bug does nothing. If the variable is set to Talk, the toy randomly
generates one of four melodic phrases, whose pitches and
durations are further dithered. It continues to generate phrases
until the talk state variable is set to Quiet or Listening.
Finally, the light value is used to set the brightness of the
LEDs. The brightness is inversely proportional to the light:
when it is dark around the child, the LEDs in the Toy Bug
become very bright; when it is bright, the LEDs dim accordingly.
The Toy Bug hardware consists of an eccentric motor,
batteries, a switch and four main circuit boards: the micro
controller board, the radio board, the MIDI boat and a motor
controller board. A small tray7 with plastic ribs served as the
main skeleton structure. The motor itself was encased in an
acrylic box, which protected the motor and the other electronics
from getting entangled. The motor box is securely attached to
the tray and provides mounting for the motor controller and
radio boards. The main micro controller board and the MIDI
boat occupy the other half of the tray. The batteries and switch
are relegated to the sides of the tray. The head of the Toy Bug is
attached to the tray with a strip of HDPE plastic.
Telebug combined turtle and bug motifs in its cloth
covering. A green swatch of cloth covers the body; the wings are
made of red and blue material and yellow was chosen for the
underside. The wings are detachable for ease of assembly. The
electrical connections to the interior board are made through
conductive snaps. The cover is held to the structure by Velcro
and is easily removable.
7 The Blue Shirt Caf6 in Davis Square generously and unknowingly donated
the tray in the name of research.
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5. Evaluation: Play's the Thing
Methodology
A toy is not very useful if no one plays with it, and
nothing is more instructive to a designer than watching what
happens when a prototype is put to use. This is especially true
when watching a young child try a new toy. The design can then
proceed through a series of trials and revisions, each cycle
strengthening the work.
There were three opportunities to evaluate reactions of
users to Telebug the 1999 Tokyo Toy Fair, the Spring '99 TOT
Consortium Meeting and informal play sessions conducted over
the summer of 1999. The first two events were public showcases
for the toy. The play sessions were more controlled situations
where the primary purpose was to observe children playing with
the toy.
1999 Tokyo Toy Fair
Toyko Big Show is a futuristic looking convention center
which housed the 1999 Tokyo Toy Fair from March 18th until
March 21st. Here, toy companies from around the world
showcased their latest toys. The MIT Media Lab was invited by
Tomy to present some students' projects, and Telebug was one of
the selected ones. For the first two days, the toy fair was open
only to members of the toy trade or industry. For the last two
days the doors were open to the general public. Attendance was
high; Tomy estimated that fifty thousand people passed through
their booth on the last day alone. [MOR99]
Getting feedback from the business crowd was difficult
due to the language and cultural barriers. The most significant
observation from the first two days was that adults were intrigued
by the apparent "knowledge" of the toy. The backpack is small
and was not immediately obvious to most of the viewers who
were not direct participants. The viewers inferred the knowledge
was only in the toy rather than in the backpack.
On the days when the show was open to the public, a
different picture emerged. The children reacted readily and were
not shy in asking questions through the translators at the booth.
Girls seemed to engage with Telebug more than boys. The age
group that seemed most enchanted with the toy clustered around
five to seven8 . Most reactions were one of surprise.
The translator would explain that the bug would move
when they did'. At first they were taken aback and often
8 If a child seemed to particularly enjoy playing with the toy, I asked the child,
through the translator, his or her age. The ages quoted are the range from the
answers I received.
9 At the time of the Tokyo Toy Fair, voice detection was not yet implemented.
giggled'". This usually triggered more jumping and wiggling
motions. During these motions, the children often found that
tilting triggered the blinking of the wings. The effect of the light
sensor that controlled the brightness of the wings was more
difficult to discover without explanation. Because of the bright
floodlights of the convention hall, there were few natural
shadows that would affect the light sensor and show the dimming
of the wings.
Children tried many different combinations of body
10 Watching these Japanese kids giggle was the most gratifying experience of
the Tokyo Toy Fair.
movements to see what the response of the toy would be. It is
interesting to note that as the day ended, the toy would slowly
run out of batteries and the motor no longer wiggled with as
much force. Several children attributed this to the bug being
"tired from working all day."" Although this was not the
response I was trying to elicit, the fact that the children thought
that the bug was tired supports Reeves and Nass's claim as it
suggests that the toy was considered to be alive.
TOT Spring '99 Meeting
The Toys of Tomorrow (TOT) meeting took place in
June 1999. This is a bi-annual meeting, where representatives of
the sponsoring companies come to look at and discuss research
conducted at the MIT Media Lab. Not surprisingly, given the
corporate orientation of the audience, most of the questions
centered on the cost and manufacturing of the toy. Because
Telebug is a one-off prototype, its cost was relatively high.
However, it is should not be difficult to create a commercial
version that falls within the cost margins of a toy company.
An interesting side effect was detected when I was
demonstrating the toy at TOT. Voice detection was intended for
use by a single person, however, the volume of the room was
abnormally high because of the many demonstrations going on at
the same time. Picked up by the microphone on the backpack,
the noise was interpreted as the user talking. This resulted in the
bug "talking" at times when it should not have. Such
interruptions gave Telebug the appearance of having a strong
personality, as it seemed to have an opinion on many of the
topics of discussion. This unexpected personality edge added an
11 This is an actual comment I got from several children through the
translators.
interesting dimension to the toy, which should be further
explored.
Summer Play Sessions
For a better understanding of how this toy might be used,
I decided to conduct informal play sessions. These were not
intended to be entirely controlled or definitive but only to scratch
the surface, and to further gain insight into what children might
do with a toy that sensed and communicated with them. During
July, eight subjects were interviewed at the MIT Media Lab. The
group, composed of five girls and three boys, ranged in age from
one to rne years.
For the interviews, I asked for volunteers from the MIT
and Cambridge community. Each parent and interviewee, if they
were eight years or older, had to sign consent forms for the
Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects.
Parents accompanied children under four. Wearing the
backpacks, the children were instructed to play with the toy, jump
around, tilt and try different body motions like twirling, and
talking to the bug. They were told that the bug could sense their
movement and their voice. After a ten-minute period, they were
asked questions regarding their interaction with the toy. The
procedure took on average thirty minutes.
There is no simple way to contrast how the children
interacted with the toy. The differences in age and the amount of
knowledge made them difficult to compare. However, the
differences that did arise can be divided into four groups: age,
gender, number of children present and character of each child.
Age
From the group, the three children under the age of four
seemed to engage with the toy most. The one-year-old
exemplified this observation. She took the backpack from her
brother, shook it and giggled when the toy bug shook. Younger
children seemed to be mostly intrigued by the movement of the
toy and the blinking of the lights. The "talking" aspect was more
difficult to understand. They would often turn to me to interpret
what the bug was saying.
The older children, five and up, wanted the toy to do
more things. They suggested that the toy mimic your
movements. Although they talked to the bug, and held involved
imaginary conversations with it, I attribute it to the Hawthorne
effect". Afterwards, they said it would have been better if the toy
could speak English. Unafraid of having a toy that understands
English, one of the children further suggested a toy that, in her
words, "...would sort of read Lyour] mind." Younger children
12 The effect upon behavior of the subject's knowing he or she is in an
experiment. The Hawthorne effect is named after a Western Electric
manufacturing section, in which output increased after experimental changes
were made in the working conditions, but apparently as a result of more
attention due to the experiment rather than due to the specific changes.
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seemed more enchanted with the movement, while older children
were more intrigued with the language possibilities of the toy.
Gender
Five out of eight of the subjects were girls. They were
much more likely to talk to the toy without being prompted than
the boys. Most of them commented on the "cuteness" of the toy.
Some picked up the toy or asked what would happen if they
petted it. Two of the three boys, on the other hand, wanted to
see what was inside after they had seen it move.
Part of the interviews consisted of asking the children
about their favorite toys. I found the typical stereotypes about
girls playing with dolls and boys playing with trucks to be alive
and well. The packaging of the toy bug is basically a plush doll,
which might have led the girls to comment and interact with it
more than the boys.
Number
Six of the children came as pairs. Because of the
character of kids, intermingling in between interviews was almost
inevitable. When the subjects were alone, most of them were shy
and played with Telebug for a short while. They became less self-
conscious when they had other kids around. The first three
interviews had only one child interacting with the toy. When
their friend or sibling came in, kids were more likely to play with
the toy. The first child would usually explain to the second child
how it worked and what one could do and both then proceeded
to play. Children are less shy with a toy when they are around
other children. This should be taken into consideration when
testing a toy.
Character
Another interesting category was the types of interactions
the children had depending on their character. Dispositions are
difficult to thoroughly classify, particularly during a short play
session. Character assessment is therefore based only on my
personal observations and opinions. The children in the group
ranged widely from very shy to very outgoing. It appeared that
the more outgoing ones had a more conversation-centered
interaction, whereas the ones who were shyer tended to move
and tilt more than speak.
Girls talked with the toy more than boys. Younger
children seemed to enjoy the moving aspect of the toy more than
older children did. While in groups, children engaged with the
toy more freely. Outgoing kids talked to the toy and shy children
played more with the motion aspect of it. Overall the reaction
from the toy was positive. Most importantly, each interaction
with the toy was unique, which points to a toy that can be
interactive without being in charge of the play space.
6. Conclusion
Technical Achievement
From a technical standpoint, Telebug was a success. The
prototype sensed and responded quickly and accurately most of
the time. When it did not respond correctly rather than being
perceived as a mistake, however, the wrong response was
attributed to Telebug's personality! The plush toy was engaging
in its own right, capturing many pats and hugs from children all
around the world. The backpack was non-intrusive and children
found it easy to use. Furthermore, it allowed the sensors to be
well placed without creating an extra burden on the wearer. Both
the backpack and the toy bug heroically withstood the trials and
abuses of many children and demonstrations.
From an architectural point of view, Telebug achieved the
goal of independence between sensors and actuators. Data from
the backpack is sent as high-level type information, such as jumps
or tilts. This allows the toy to be designed without regard as to
how the information was gathered.
Experimental Endeavors
The play sessions were short, but they showed that the
toy encouraged fantasy of its own and allowed the children to
play as they wished. Each child's "conversations" with the toy
were distinct, as were the movements they tried. One child
wanted the bug to go to sleep and the bug categorically refused"!
Another child talked to the bug but then started playing with it
just by tilting from side to side. Although the small size of the
group made generalizations difficult, it can be stated that children
connected with and were amused by Telebug independent of
gender, age or disposition.
The experimental aspect of this project revealed
unexpected strengths of the toy. Understanding what the
children liked or disliked was a more difficult process than I had
anticipated. Many of the children were uncomfortable at first due
to the unfamiliar surroundings and being asked to play on cue.
However, many of them were surprised by the toy's actions,
which made them curious enough to start playing with the toy.
Future Work
Enabled by a vast array of wearable biometric and
environmental sensors, toys like Telebug will not only be able to
sense a child's movements and environment but also a child's
feelings. The possibilities for this type of toy are endless for they
touch on very deep themes of companionship and friendship.
The Telebug I envisioned when the project was
conceived is a toy that would sense and learn about you. It
would learn that you love to dance and that you get very sleepy at
around three in the afternoon. Not only that, but it would also
respond and encourage you.
From an engineering point of view, several angles need
development. Sensors need to get smaller and less intrusive, and
a standardized architecture needs to be developed to enable them
to be easily connected, as they are needed. With a great array of
13 The subject insisted Telebug refused to go to sleep.
sensors, a large volume of data will require new solutions for
management, categorization, and cataloging. Furthermore,
continuation of this work should look at trying to understand the
long-term data since vital statistics over extended periods of time
are of extraordinary medical and personal value.
Issues such as privacy and ownership of this data also
need to be thought through carefully. Banks, credit cards,
agencies and many others already avidly collect information about
their customer's buying and spending habits. Some information,
such as one's cardiac health, needs to be guarded on a need-to-
know basis.
The technological challenges will yield interesting results,
however, the more fascinating aspect of this project will be to
learn how people interact and make use of emergent biosensing.
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7. Appendix
Selected Circuit Diagrams
Vbiaa
VOICE OUT
Figure 7-1 - Voice Module of the Sensor Backpack
Figure 7-2 - Radio Module for Sensor Backpack and Toy Bug
Figure 7-3 Acceleration Module for Sensor Backpack
Resistor Value Capacitor Value
R1 10k C1 .1 uF
R2 100 C2 22 uF
R3 50kW Voltage Value
R4 120kI V+ 5V
Rp var. 50kW Vbias 2.5V
Table 3 -Component values for Circuit elements
Press
Tech Toys Take Tokyo: Engineers, Scientists Show
Future Playthings
By Joseph Coleman
The Associated Press
T O K Y 0, March 18 - It doesn't take a rocket scientist to
build a toy - or does it?
A group of engineers and scientists from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology thinks it does - and
proved it by introducing some of their futuristic playthings at the
Tokyo Toy Show today.
How about a pair of musical sneakers that let kids
compose their own tunes just by moving their feet? Or a huge
furry bug that imitates a child's movements through a sensor?
"Toys aren't just for playing around," said MIT media
technology professor Michael Hawley. "They're tools that can
help us turn our dreams into reality."
High-Tech Nursery
Pretty heavy stuff for folks barely out of diapers. Maybe.
But thinkers at MIT and a list of sponsors that includes
Warner Bros. and Intel - see the playrooms of the future filled
with high-tech wizardry.
The scientists, part of the MIT Media Laboratory's year-
old Toys of Tomorrow project, made their toy show debut at the
invitation of sponsor TOMY Co. Ltd. of Japan.
The venue was well chosen. Japan is the world's second-
largest toy market after the United States. Toy companies here
produced more than $4.2 billion worth of playthings in 1997.
The annual fair features thousands of toys, from yo-yos
to pellet guns, wooden blocks to computer games. Vendors from
around the world come to check out what's new and what's likely
to be hot.
Program Your Own
High technology and computers have already
revolutionized the way kids play. The popular Furby doll, for
example, which can speak 800 words and phrases, has more
computational power than the lunar module.
But the idea behind the MIT project is to use technology
to create toys that let children take more creative control of their
games - by programming the dance a robot performs or
composing music, for example.
"Whoever is doing the inventing is doing most of the
learning," said Mitchel Resnick, who heads the group's
Epistemology and Learning Group.
One project, put together by the Synthetic Character
Group, allows kids to control the movements of a chicken
character on a screen by playing with a stuffed chicken fitted with
sensors.
None of the group's innovations has made it to toy chests
yet - and the vocabulary thrown around by the MIT folks
shows their work is still much closer to the ivory tower than the
sandbox.
The project heralds "a new paradigm of play," declared
researcher Justine Cassell. A brochure says she studies "how
artifacts, such as Internet agents and toys, can be designed with
psychosocial competencies."
Who's Smarter?
Still, some of the toys seem just a little too smart.
At one booth, research assistant Maria Redin displays her
pet project - a green fluffy bug that imitates her body
movements by picking them up from an antennae-equipped
sensor strapped to her back.
She envisions a more advanced toy that can sense the
movements and even the moods of its owner. "Less of a thing
and more of a person ... that knows you and knows your habits,"
she said.
So does this mean the end of, say, making mud pies in the
back yard?
"There's no question you can give a cardboard box and a
child is happy," said Hawley. But high-tech toys "can help kids
grow and learn in ways a cardboard box can't."
Copyright 1999 The Associated Press.
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